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Raj Singh, Philip Weber, Chris Misleh: Initial throughput Testing for Advanced Visualization 
Research Activities  
 
In Year 2 Project GreenLight provided tools for monitoring the various components used in advanced 
visualization including the storage and rendering computers, network switches, and display walls. 
Documented below are some initial examples of work per watt experiments for various parts of the data 
pipeline for advanced visualization used in various research domains. These examples demonstrate the 
utility of the tools described above. 

1.A.1.a. Julia Set Rendering across multiple architectures 
 
Description of problem 
Quaternions are four-dimensional Julia sets that can be rendered in 3D graphics space using a per pixel 
iterative computation technique [1]. This is an extreme case of a computationally intensive problem in 
floating point space where every pixel in rendered after a couple of hundred iterative calculations. It is 
also an embarrassingly parallel problem that ports well to various parallel architectures and where the 
rendering of a 4K animation of approximately 5000 frames takes over 20 days on a fast serial processor. 
There are also very little I/O and memory bandwidth requirements, which make this an ideal case for 
benchmarking different computing architectures. 

  
Figure 1: Quaternion animation frames rendered on a GPU 

 [1] Hart, J. C., Kauffman, L. H., and Sandin, D. J. 1990. Interactive visualization of quaternion Julia sets. 
In Proceedings of the 1st Conference on Visualization '90 (San Francisco, California, October 23 - 26, 
1990). A. Kaufman, Ed. IEEE Visualization. IEEE Computer Society Press, Los Alamitos, CA, 209-218. 
 
Description of proposed experiment 
This experiment was aimed at determining the work/watt numbers for GPU clusters and CPU clusters for 
pure computation jobs. We ported Dr. Daniel Sandin’s Quaternion code to nVidia’s GPU architecture 
using the CUDA toolkit. The original code is capable of running on multiple cores on a workstation and 
across a cluster of multi-core CPUs. The GPU version of the code was developed to function equivalently 
for a GPU cluster. The codes were run on our state-of-the-art 12-node CPU cluster and then on our state-
of-the-art 12-node GPU cluster. The CPU cluster nodes have dual quad core Intel Xeon E5440 processors 
with 8GB of RAM per node and the GPU cluster nodes have dual GTX 295 nVidia cards with dual Intel 
Xeon E5440 processors as host and 8GB of RAM . Each GTX295 has two GPUs on it so the CPU cluster 
had 96 CPU cores and the GPU cluster had 48 GPUs. 
 



 

Since we wanted to compare the energy efficiency of CPU clusters v/s GPU clusters, we utilized all the 
96 CPU cores for our CPU runs and then all the 48 GPUs for the GPU part of the tests. We also wanted to 
evaluate the energy consumption of different storage options including local disks, NFS mounted cluster 
storage and network mounted fast storage over SunFire X4600 appliances. Results were also collected for 
animation frames of sizes 640x480, 1280x720 and 4096x2048 in order to take into account the affect of 
file systems on storage of small, medium and large files.   
 
Results of the experiment 
The figures below show the results of our experiments:  
 

 
Figure 2: Run times (in seconds) 

 

 
Figure 3: Power Consumption (in Watts) 
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Figure 4: Energy Consumption (in Kilowatt-hour) 

 
Description of results 
For the run times, we observed the GPU cluster to be faster than the CPU cluster by an average factor of 
30X. The speedups were better for large frame sizes, which equated to a more computationally heavy run. 
For the 4096x2048 case, we saw the GPU cluster to be faster than the CPU cluster by 46X. For the power 
consumption, the GPU cluster consumed more power per run. On an average the GPU cluster consumed 
6375 Watts, while the CPU cluster averaged 5561 Watts. Thus the CPU cluster used 87% of the power 
used by the GPU cluster. The energy consumption of the GPU cluster was significantly less across the 
board. Overall, the GPU cluster runs consumed 8% of the energy consumed by the GPU cluster. In other 
words the GPU cluster was 12.5X more efficient than the CPU cluster. In the best case of large frame 
rendering, we observed an energy efficiency factor of 33X. 
 
Lessons learned 
For intensive computation the GPU clusters are faster than the CPU clusters by a factor of 30X while 
consuming 8% of the energy. Fast network mounted storage is a necessity for efficient utilization of the 
computation resources. During the runs, we noticed that the NFS storage proved to be a bottle-neck 
causing the jobs to run as much as 4 times longer. This increased overall energy consumption while 
reducing efficiency. Power consumption graphs are useful indicators of computational efficiency. For our 
optimized cases, the power consumption graphs were ‘steps’ and for the non-optimized code we noticed a 
‘spiky’ power consumption, indicating that the processors were waiting for I/O rather than computing. 
Baseline (idle) power consumption for cluster nodes in both GPU and CPU cases were as much as 50 - 
60% of the energy consumed. This is a significant number and we recommend conducting comprehensive 
experiments on individual system components such as the motherboard, hard drives, cooling sub-system 
etc to determine the contributing factors and to look for alternate efficient options.  
 
In Year 3 of the project we will test Nehalem core systems using 12 nodes.  
 
For more information please contact Raj Singh, r6singh@ucsd.edu 
 


